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"The Screamer" Wins for AIChE
By Joanne Eskreis
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UAH Chemical Engineer
ing students Chris Stowers,
Bart Johnson, Matt Segars,
and Beejal Shah worked to
gether to build the car that
took the grand prize of $500
at the CME National Car
Competition in Atlanta on
Friday, March 26,2004. "The
Screamer" won first place for
the excited and proud stu
dents.
Stowers, a CME senior
said, "Good thing about this
win is that it actually put
UAH on the road map. The
CME National Car Competi
tion is well respected by
academia and the industry."
The Screamer beat the
other entries from Auburn,
Mississippi State, Georgia
Tech, University of South
Carolina, FIT, University of
Florida and other well-known
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AIChE members Matt Segars, Bart Johnson and Chris
Stowers, with advisor Dr Smith, with the winning car.
conference and all of us look
forward to our achievements
at the national level in Aus
tin, Texas in the fall."
"The CME Car Competi
tion allows students to work
in a team environment to ac
complish a common goal
other than their academic as
signments," said Stowers.
Stowers first noticed the
car competition and brought

the interest to the chair, fac
ulty and students to build a
car and enter the race. Dr.
Ramon Cerro,CME Chair and
Dr. Douglas Hayes thought
it was a great idea and they
were very supportive and
helpful. The Rocket, the first
car built was entered into the
competition last year. It came
in second place, which made

ESKREIS on page 3

UAH Biology Symposium: Mad Cow
By Annette Wilson

Walking Tall Falls Flat in
Theatre, page 6

schools. The UAH CME car
won the first time it ran in a
race. Even though they took
the prize they ran the cars a
second time with none of the
other cars beating The
Screamer's score. The
Screamer ran just to satisfy
the crowd the second time
and they could not be de
1
feated.
Dr. James Smith, CME
Faculty showed his support
for the students by traveling
with them to Atlanta for the
competition. He helped them
with problems they had and
assisted them in any guid
ance when they needed it
with the car. The rest of the
faculty showed support to
the students in helping them
but for the most part the stu
dents did the work on their
own.
Smith said, "The group
was highly successful in win
ning the southeast regional

December 9,2003 was the
day of the first case of mad
cow disease found in the
United States, which was
found in Washington state.
Since then, there have not
been any reported cases.
Exactly one hundred days"
after the first reported case, a
mad cow disease Symposium
was held in
UAH's
McDonnell-Douglas Audito
rium, which was filled with in
terested teachers and stu
dents.
Mad cow disease first
showed up in England in
1986. It is thought that cattle
received this disease by eat
ing the remains of infected

sheep, which are ground up
into feed for the cattle. Once
infected, cattle will stagger
and show neurological symp
toms.
Dr. Neil Cashman, one of
the guest speakers, related
the disease to the Kuru dis
ease and stated this is where
the disease may have devel
oped from. The Kuru disease
is a disease that had affected
a tribe in New Guinea that had
practiced cannabalism. Both
diseases are related to each
other by a protein, a prion,
that attacks only the brain and
acts like a neurotoxin. This
causes rapid cell loss and
leads to loss of motor func
tion ability.
Another speaker. Dr.

BSE, commonly known as Mad Cow Disease, was first
detected in the United States on December 9, 2003.
Michael Greger, related the
disease to Alzheimers. In
fact, his study estimated that
three to thirteen percent of
about 4 million Alzheimers
cases are probably related to

mad cow disease. The mad
cow disease has about a ten
year incubation period. So
far, about 150 deaths in the
world are related to mad cow

WILSON on page 2

Business School Offers New Minor
By Jason Evans
There is a new interdis
ciplinary minor available
through the College of Ad
ministrative Science called
Management and Leader
ship. There are four required
management courses and two
electives that allow students
in majors other than business
to focus on their specific ma
jors. The four required
courses are MGT 301, MGT
361, MGT 363, and MGT 462.
MGT 301 focuses on the prin
ciples of management, and
MGT 361 focuses on super
vision at higher and all levels
of organizations. MGT 363

istration, and MGT 462 fo
cuses on legal issues and
employment law in general.
Dr Dan Sherman, Asso
ciate Dean for the College of
Administrative Science, says
that leadership is interdisci
plinary, and it is not just for
business majors. While busi
ness majors would benefit
from this minor, Dr Sherman
says that by offering elec
tives in other fields of study
such as communications,
psychology, sociology, po-.
litical science, and nursing,
students are able to focus
leadership within their areas.
He defines leadership as cap
turing "the area of achieving
organizational objectives

through the work of others."
By focusing on leadership
by offering a minor in Lead
ership and Management, he
says that it elevates the im
portance of leadership. It will
help UAH students as they
progress in their areas. Also,
there is a crisis of leadership
in business with unethical
conduct. This minor will build
awareness of ethical issues
in respect to leadership.
Dr James Simpson, Pro
fessor of Marketing and
Chair of Department of Man
agement and Marketing in
the College of Administra
tive Science, says that the
overall context of the minor
will be to help students in all

disciplines in case they can
not find work in their area, or
if they are interested in work
ing in nonprofit organiza
tions. This will help them if
they do not want to go to
graduate school, where they
would normally receive more
training in a leadership role in
their disciplines.
In addition to lectures,
tests, and research projects,
students will be involved in
team projects where they will
study leadership problems. If
students are interested in a
minor in Leadership and Man
agement, they should first
speak to their advisor to make
sure that there are no conflicts
in their area of study.
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Artist Trevor Morgan Comes to UAH
By Adam Thurmond
By Jeremy Cheek
Welcome to this week's edition of Greek Speak. As you
probably know, this week is Greek Week, which I hope is
going well for everyone. Thursday night April 8 is the
Greek Bowling competition at Plamor Lanes. The week's
events will culminate this Friday April 9 with the Greek
Week Banquet, so be sure to attend.
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega are holding their Vi
king party at Sammy T'sThursday night April 8, no cover
for ladies. The brothers are also holding a Botanical Gar
dens community service event on Saturday April 10.
The Sigma Nu Summer of Love Party is Friday April 16.
See a brother for more details about the party. The broth
ers of Sigma Nu would also like to welcome their national
consultant who is in town this week.
The Delta Chis are holding a carwash fundraiser on
Saturday April 17.
The sisters of Kappa Delta are holding their Spring Ini
tiation on Saturday April 10. Also, the Kappa Delta Crush
Party is on Saturday April 17.
Do not forget that the Delta Zeta Battle of the Bands is
Saturday April 17. Be sure to find a Delta Zeta and get your
ticket.
That is about all the information I could drudge up this
week, which pretty much sucks. I understand though that
everyone is probably trying to concentrate on grades and
finish up the semester on a good note. So I am sorry that I
do not have a whole lot this week, but that is how it goes
sometimes.
Do not forget to send your information to me at
cheekid@email.uah.edu by 7:00 pm on Sundays so people
on campus will know what you have accomplished and
what your plans are for the future. I know the semester is
starting to wind down, so if you have any summer plans
that you want included in the article, send them in to me
and I will make sure they make it in.

On Friday,April 9 at 8 PM,
Full Circle Campus Ministry
will be hosting Jehovah Java,
a coffeehouse concert in the
NCRH Multi-Purpose Room.
It includes free food, coffee,
and music by Nashville re
cording artist Trevor Mor
gan. Trevor's debut album,
Wonderlight, hits stores on
May 4, and Trevor is an art
ist well-known in the Nash
ville songwriting circuit, hav
ing written songs for Chris
tian groups such as Third
Day as well as songs used in
commercials for companies

such as Nautica.
Full Circle, a relatively new
campus organization, has
been building towards the
concert with Trevor Morgan
this semester by hosting Je
hovah Java once every
month, having only food and
games while playing back
ground music. This time,
there will also be drawings for
those who attend to win a
free stay at the beach Memo
rial Day Weekend (travel not
included). In previous semes
ters, the live acts featured
have included members of
Caedmon's Call and other upand-coming Christian artists.

Contemporary Christian recording artist Trevor Morgan

Several students have come
out to the coffeehouse before, and Full Circle hopes
that you will come out to hear

Trevor this Friday!
For more info, you car
e
m
a
i
fullcircle222@vahoo.com

more than six months, then
you are not able to give,
blood because of the poten
tial that you might be carry
ing the disease.
The symposium was
sponsored by the UAH Bi
ology Club and the-Depart

ment of Biological Sciences
Some funding was providet
by the SGA. The Biology de
partment holds a symposiuir
highlighting current topics ir
the field each spring.

WILSON from page1
(none are in the US).
Another speaker, Dr.
Daniel Enjeljon, from the
USDA 's Food Safety and
Inspection Service, stated
that the government has
taken measures to increase
the testing and impose new

and more requirements for
slaughterhouses in case
more infected cattle are found.
It was mentioned that the
mad cow disease could be the
21 st century epidemic. Also,
if you have lived in Europe
within the past decade for

Do you have an opinion about this week's Across the Campi ^
Vote online at www.uahexponent.com
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You've Got News

I

What is your favorite thing a b o u t working for

Exponent?

Get The Exponent
in your Inbox.
Kat Crona
News Editor
"Getting quarters bounced off
my butt."

Elizabeth Bice
Layout Editor
"My smoke breaks and my new
friends: Chris, Ro, Jorge, Kat and Fran.

Regster now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Dally Horoscope
It's the best way to stay Informed... and it's free.

www.uahexponent.com

Ronak Patel

Chris Brown

Sports Editor

Editor-in-Chief

"Getting the girls."

"Making something out of nothing-
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Science/Technology
UAH IEEE Robot Competes at Regional Conference
By Chris Brown
Editor-in-Chief
The UAH IEEE (Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) Student Branch
competed in the annual IEEE
Region 3 Student Hardware
Competition last week. The
Charger IEEE team designed
and built a fully autonomous
robot which participated in a
contest known as "The
Hunting Session" against
other robots from schools
across the Southeast.

The objective of the com
petition was to incorporate
various aspects of electrical
and computer engineering
into a project which afforded
teams the opportunity to in
tegrate these aspects into a
multi-task robot. The specific
goals of the competition were
to sense a start signal, receive
and decode instructions on
what to do next, then based
on those instructions pick up
three 1" steel ball bearings
and deposit them into a bin.
"We had a really great

team this year with some re
ally sharp guys," commented
team captain Ande Boyer
upon the team's return to
Huntsville. "The competition
objective was fairly straight
forward so we made some
'High Risk - High Payoff'
design decisions. But, in the
end, the competition was
dominated by the simple ro
bots which may not have
been the fastest or most el
egant but were the most con
sistent."
One of the "High-Risk"

decisions Boyer referenced
was the use of an on-board
personal computer to do real
time, USB web cam video
processing. Such a system
would have given the
Charger IEEE team a huge
advantage over the teams
which used simpler sensors
since a video camera can col
lect much more data in a frac
tion of the time.
While making a strong
showing at the competition,
the Charger IEEE team had

surrender so easily. They
began to re-design the
Rocket so they could still at
tend and enter their car in the
competition. They spent
long hours re-designing the
car as well as fundraising ef
fort conducted by AIChE,
CME student organization to
get the funds for them to go
to San Francisco. Faculty and
the Chair sought out assis
tance from the Engineering
Dean, Dr. Jorge Aunon,
which he offered to pay part
of their travel.

The students spent six
days in San Francisco and
had a great learning experi
ence. Even though the car
was not successful they
knew they would come to a
conclusion and solution to
the problems they had at the
competition when they came
back.
In January 2004 they de
cided to build a new car, the
Screamer. They picked up
scraps and parts from wher
ever they could find them and
began to create the new car.

They concluded that the
problem was with the fuel.
The Rocket had a problem
with overheating and it was
too fast. They began to run
more tests on the fuel. They
re-designed the drive train
and added a gearbox to slow
the car down from 35 mph
(3,080 ft. per minute) to 40ft.
per minute tostabilize the car.
It would require more fuel to
run the car so it could con
sume a measurable amount of
fuel and this also allowed
them to measure more data.

BOYERonpagelO

UAH IEEE's robot gave a strong performance at this year's
regionai conference.

ESKREIS from page1
them eligible for the national
competition in San Francisco.
During the time in-be
tween competitions, the loca
tion for the competition was
changed and moved from
outside to inside. This
caused them to re-evaluate
the rules and set some new
ones. They stipulated in the
new rules that the cars could
not throw out any flames,
which the Rocket did. This
eliminated them from compe
tition.
The students would not

The faculty and fellow
students are very proud of
the guys who built and ran
the Screamer.
"It makes me happy that I
am not a student at Auburn
U. anymore," said Segars.
Another student pointed out
that it helped Segars cut
down on smoking in fear of
any explosions.
Johnson said, "Despite
physical injuries due to re
designing the car, it proved
to be a very worthwhile ex-

The winnings were do
nated to the AIChE.
"AIChE is a student led
organization on campus that
promotes student activities
such as the CME car compe
tition. We are always seek
ing out new members. If you
are interested in becoming
involved with AIChE you can
contact Bart Johnson, Presi
dent at his email address
bart@ hiwaav.net.

Be a Leader in the Army National Guard, and get the respect of soldiers who will look to you
for leadership. You'll also get career training, money for college and opportunities to develop
management skills - plus special training to prepare you for advanced positions. Most Guard
members train part-time, so they're ready to respond if their community or the Nation needs them.
j£jfjRU.68UD

If you have at least 60 college credits and meet other requirements, you can apply to
Officer Candidate School. The Guard offers flexible Officer programs that can help

*3bkr

you stay in school or let you work full-time.
Graduate as an Army Guard Officer.

1-800-G0-GUARD Ext. 195

NATIONAL

GUARD
YOJ CAN

wwv.1-800-G0-GUARD.com/balclr
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Sports

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Chargers Back in "Swing of Things'7

Tennis
April 1 UNA L 7-2 (M)
April 1 UNA L 3-6 (W)
April 2 LMU L 0-9 (M)
April 3 LMU L 0-9 (W)

By Heather Evans
Sports Writer

Upcoming Matches.
April 7 MMU (Away) TBD
April 10 or 11 Columbus St. (Away) TBD

Softball
April 2 CBU W 4-2
April 2 Delta St. W 9-1
April 3 Arkansas-Monticello W 7-5
April 3 Ouachita Baptist W 14-0

Upcoming Games.
April 12 Missouri-St. Louis (Away: DH) 6:00 p.m.
April 13 SIU-Edwardsville (Away: DH) 2:00 p.m.

Baseball
April 1 Kennesaw St. L 5-4
April 3 LMU W 16-1
April 4 LMU W 6-5
April 4 LMU W 19-8

Upcoming Games.
April 9 Montevallo (Madison Academy) 7:00 p.m.
April 10 Montevallo (Madison Academy) 1:00 p.m.
(DH)

i In the mood to Gripe?
I Write a letter to the Editor:
I editor@exponentuah.edu
I
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After a less than dismal
performance last week, the
Chargers got back in the
swing of things by collecting
wins in five of the six games
played over the past week.
The Chargers performances
put them at 26-9 on the year
with an overall 6-3 record in
the Gulf South Conference.
The most recent NCAA Divi
sion II Poll places the Charg
ers at ninth overall and tied
for first in the GSC.
UAH-10, Martin Method
ist University-8 F (March 30)
The Chargers started out
with an early lead against
Martin Methodist University,
but a 7lh inning Redhawk
comeback almost put UAH
away. The Charger offense
attacked early the first game
against MMU as center
fielder Ryan Cox hit two
homeruns on his way to a 3for-4 performance, which in
cluded five RBIs and three
runs scored. Right fielder
Ryan Bowerman also added
a homer for the Chargers in
his three hits and also added
two RBIs to the Charger
cause.
Collecting the win from
the Charger mound was Jun-
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ior Trai Meadows. Troy
Mitchell and Matt Guisler
also pitched for the Chargers
before Jimmy Altsman came
in during the 7"1 inning to pick
up the save.
UAH-3, Martin Method
ist University-1 F (March 30)
The final game in the
Martin Methodist series also
proved to be exciting as close
calls riled the crowd, but the
Chargers overcame and were
able to pick up the sweep
against the Redhawks.
Senior Taylor Pontius
pitched a near perfect seven
innings by only giving up
one hit and one run, while
striking out 11 of the 24 bat
ters faced. Pontius improved
his record to 3-0 on the year.
Senior shortstop Wes Long
led the Chargers from the
plate by going 2-for-2 in the
game. Sophomore first
baseman Brett Dunlap also
contributed to the action with
a solo homerun. Kennesaw
State-5, UAH-4 F (April I)
Last Thursday's game
proved to be a nail biter, yet
UAH's 14-hit performance
was not enough to overcome
Kennesaw State's early lead.
Junior center fielder Ryan Cox
went 3-for-5 from the plate
with a run scored and an RBI,
while Freshman Carl Walker
went 2-for-2 as the Chargers'
attempt at a come from behind
win came up just short.
Junior pitcher Clay
Doggett started for the
Chargers before being re
lieved by Ryan Vinson and
Sean Kroenke. Doggett's first
start of the year gave the
Pulaski, TN native his second
loss on the season.
UAH-16, Lincoln Memo
rial-1 F(April 3)
After their disappointing
loss against Kennesaw State,
the Chargers rebounded in
"true blue" fashion. The
UAH Baseball team's road
trip to Harrogate, TN to face
Lincoln Memorial resulted in

UAH infielder Bert Watkins in last weekend's action.

a clean sweep of the two day
series. The Charger weekend
slugfest included 49 hits and
41 runs in the three games
played. Saturday's game
against Lincoln Memorial
showcased the pitching of
junior hurlerTyde Meadows,
who gave up only four hits
and a single run to improve
his record to 6-1 on the sea
son. The Charger offense
capitalized on Lincoln Memo
rial pitching by hitting six
homeruns! Leading the way
for the Chargers with his
team high sixth homer of the
season was sophomore Ryan
Bowerman, whose two hom
ers on the day scored four
runs.
Sophomore first baseman
Brett Dunlap also added two
bombs in his three hit, three
run, and three RBI perfor
mance. Senior's David West
and Bert Watkins also con
tributed a long ball a piece
with two RBIs each on the
day.
UAH-6, Lincoln Memo
rials F(April 4) In
this
past Sunday's first game the
Chargers were able to hold off

Lincoln Memorial's only
strong showing of the week
end. The Chargers were lead
from the mound by senior's
Taylor Pontius and Ryan
Vinson before Junior Sean
Kroenke came in to finish the
game and pick up the win.
Sophomore Brett Dunlap led
.the Charger offense with a 3for-4 performance with
Catcher Jeremy Mclntyre as
sisting by 2-for-5 on the day.
UAH-19, Lincoln Memorial-8 F (April 4)
The Chargers continued
to show off their power at the
plate in the final game of the
series. The offensive effort
included 27 hits with Junior
Ryan Cox, Sophomore Brett
Dunlap, and Senior David
West all collecting four hits
on the day. Sophomore Wes
Hopper also contributed to
the Charger slugging with his
fourth homer of the year in
his two hit, two run, and three
RBI effort in the game. Se
nior Kyle Olson picked up his
third win of the year for the
Chargers before being re
lieved by Junior Trai Mead
ows.
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Contact Editor-in-Chief Chris Brown at
editor@exponent: iah.edu for more information.
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Memo to San Diego: Draft Manning
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
On April 24, at around
11:15 AM, the San Diego
Chargers will have a decision
to make. It is not just any
decision. This one is perhaps
the most important decision
they will make in their
franchise's history. And I
have one simple piece of ad
vice to dispense to the Light
ning Bolt: Please take Eli
Manning, the outstanding
quarterback formerly of the
Ole Miss Rebels in the
Southeastern Conference.
They were in this situa
tion about three Aprils ago
(in 2001) and decided to make
a trade. They traded the first
pick in that year's draft for
the number five pick and the
second round pick that be
longed to the Atlanta Fal
cons. It seemed like a win-win
for the teams: The Falcons
got their franchise quarter
back in Michael Vick (num
ber 1 pick) and the Chargers
got running back LaDainian
Tomlinson with the five pick
and nabbed Drew Brees, the
quarterback out of Purdue
University.
Albeit the trade has pro
vided dividends for the

Chargers, Tomlinson is a fran
chise running back that will
go down as one of the greats
at his position- Brees has not
developed into the quarter
back the Chargers envisioned
when they made that trade.
So the bottom line was:
They swapped Vick for
Tomlinson. While LT is a
great player, people have
seen what type of presence
and excitement Vick created.
And the cardinal rule is you
take franchise signal caller
before a franchise running
back.
Thus, here we are againthe Chargers are leading
the draft and another fran
chise quarterback is theirs for
the taking.
Manning certainly has the
pedigree to get the job done.
His brother is Peyton, the fu
ture hall-of-famer for the In
dianapolis Colts. His father is
Archie Manning, the scram
bling ex-New Orleans Saints
quarterback from the 1970s.
While Eli does not have
Peyton's acuity in the filmroom, he does spend his
share of time watching over
game film and studying his
PlayManning lifted the Ole
Miss Rebels into the national

Stirrings in TtOWn

Sports Columnist

first pick in April's

Draft.

spotlight in his last season
at Oxford, MS with his play
and exuberance.
While there is other tal
ents worth taking with the
number one pick, such as 65,240 pound quarterback Ben
Roethlisberger out of Miami
(OH), or even wide receiver
Larry Fitzgerald out of Pitts
burgh, Manning is the safest
pick in the draft.

With Manning and
Tomlinson in the backfield,
the Chargers will have a sem
blance of a workable offense.
Of course,Eli will take time
to develop on the next level,
but who will doubt his abili
ties given his production in
the SEC and his family tree.
So for your fans sake and
for your sake Chargers: bet
the house on a Manning.

Big Inning Notches Career Win 400
By Antoine Bell
UAH Sports Information

The 15th ranked UAH
softball team came from be
hind to beat the University
of Arkansas-Monticello 7-5
to give head coach Les
Stuedeman her 400th career
win. The Chargers finished off
a perfect weekend at the Gulf
South Conference East/West
Crossover by blasting
Ouachita Baptist 14-0. With
the wins, the Chargers (32-5,
13-0) remained two games
ahead of West Florida in the
GSC East.
Arkansas-Monticello had
the Chargers on the ropes,
taking a 4-1 lead into the sev
enth inning. Third-baseman
Andy Guffey led off the in
ning with a single. Rachel

Hamby followed with a walk,
and Sara Winn reached with
a perfect bunt, loading the
bases. One out later, catcher
Summer Reeves hit a
grounder to the infield. The
Blossoms tried to cut down
Hamby at the plate, but she
beat the throw, cutting the
lead to 4-2.
Winn made it a one run
game when she scored on a
passed ball. Outfielder
Ashley Potter walked to re
load the bases. Then, Kristin
Spencer tied the game with
an RBI rope to right field. The
Chargers took a 5-4 lead on
Jenny Hess' groundout, on
which Reeves scored. Short
stop Kellie Corder applied the
dagger with a 2-run single up
the middle.
UAM picked up a run on
a solo homer by Jodie Scott

in the bottom of the seventh,
but Hess came in to get the
last two outs for the Charg
ers, earning her second save.
Sophomore lefty Lindsey
Skinner improved to 17-4 with
the win. She survived giving
up ten hits and five runs,
while striking out four and
walking two. Spencer, Hess
and Corder had two hits
each. Corder drove in three
runs.
The stress level was a lot
lower against Ouachita Bap
tist as the Chargers took ad
vantage of three first inning
errors to claim an early 6-0
lead. It only got worse for the
young Tigers, in only their
second year in existence.
UAH piled on thirteen hits
and scored in every way pos
sible. After adding a run in
the second, the Chargers
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scored three times in the
fourth and four more in the
fifth to put the game away.
Potter, Spencer and
Corder were all 3-for-4. Pot
ter and Spencer had three
RBIs apiece and Corder drove
in one run. Winn had a pair
of triples, an RBI and four
runs scored. Hess also had a
double and two RBIs. As a
team, the Chargers stole eight
bases.
Hess (13-1) was the win
ning pitcher, coasting
through the five innings. She
limited OBU to two hits and
struck out five.
The Chargers, now riding
an eight game winning streak,
will travel to Missouri and Il
linois to take on Missouri-St.
Louis and SIU-Edwardsville
on April 12 and 13 respec
tively.

Managed by Brown Asset
1503 Sparkman Drive, NW
Hunstville, Alabama 35816
(256) 830-0130

Award equals success, right? It works on both sides
of the coin: the person receiving the award has suc
ceeded and the award is named after someone because
of their success. Is that simple enough? Apparently not
for the University of Alabama. This past week, a report
stated that head coach Mike Shula changed the name of
one of their spring practice awards — the Sylvester
Croom Commitment to Excellence Award.
I choose not to name Shula as the person who made
this decision. I think we are all smart enough to know he
has better things to do with a team that is coming off a 49 season. The fact that any of the players are receiving
an "excellence" award is something to be questioned in
itself.
So someone at UA had the brilliant idea to rename the
award, one of fifteen presented annually to Crimson Tide
players at the team's spring game, after former Alabama
quarterback Bart Starr because Croom is now coaching
at rival Mississippi State.
"Coach Shula and the staff did not want to name a
spring award after a current coach in the Southeastern
Conference," Tide media relations director Larry White
said. "On the surface, I don't think you'd have any argu
ment with that."
Oh really? On what surface would someone NOT have
an argument with this? I bet I can provide an argument
right off the bat.
Awards are implemented to motivate and inspire. Does
Croom not have a stellar background at UA and through
out his career? Would most players not say that a career
like his is something they would like to have one day?
Out of those players, who would not dream of becoming
head coach for an SEC team?
White also said, "Neither Mike nor the staff did any
thing intentional to slight anyone or hurt anybody. But
when you make decisions, there are secondary reper
cussions sometimes."
No kidding. Hey buddy, you are talking about a Cau
casian football coach at a school infamous for its history
in racism taking a black coach's name off an "excellence"
award and replacing it with a white guy's name. You tell
me how that would not somehow be a "primary" consid
eration before calling more negative attention to your
self.
Former Alabama linebacker Lee Roy Jordan said, "I
don't have a reaction to it one way or the other. If they
had gone on with it, some people would've said, 'You're
promoting our opponent.' It was going to be a negative
thing for one side or the other."
Um, no Lee Roy, promoting your opponent is more
like parading his outstanding achievements on the jumbotron in the opening of the game, honoring him during the
half-time show at homecoming or maybe handing Shula

BONILLA on page10
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Wireless Retail, Inc.
is hiring Sales Reps for Florence and
Huntsville locations. Duties: sell, dis
play and demonstrate products.
Reqrmnts: HS diploma or equiv, work
flex hours-evenings, wends and holi
days, and 18 yrs of age or older. Fax
resume to 480-346-0396 attn: Carolyn
or call 256-759-5058. WRI offers
base pay plus commission, medical,
dental, vision, life insurance &
401(k). EOE

Entertainment
Walking Tall Falls Flat in Theatre
By Alyce Hothem
Walking Tall is a fun, al
though utterly predictable
movie starring the world's
next big action hero, The
Rock. At a supposed and dis
appointing 86 minutes, the
film is unexpectedly short and
surprisingly ordinary.
The film is a remake
loosely based upon the 1973
movie of the same name
which starred Joe Don Baker.
Both films, in turn, are based
upon the true story of a Ten
nessee sheriff who took back
his town from the corrupt in
fluences that had taken over.
Chris Vaughn (The Rock)
returns to his home in rural
Washington after a stint in
the army. The small town of
his childhood has been com
pletely changed: the mill has
closed and a new casino has
opened up. That is not all
that is different. The Wild
Cherry Casino and its
crooked owner, Jay Hamilton
(Neal McDonough), now rule
the town. The small town is

overrun with drugs, violence,
crime, and corruption. It is
up to new sheriff Vaughn and
his best buddy Ray (Johnny
Knoxville) to shut down
Hamilton and take back their
town.
Sure, the plot is nothing
original, but for some reason
I expected this film to offer
up a little something new.
Unfortunately, the entire film
is one predictable scene af
ter another. The action
scenes are fairly routine fair
for this genre, though there
is a bit of comedy thrown into
the fights, which is a welcome
change.
The entire film, although
said to be a whopping 86 min
utes long, actually only runs
some 75 minutes. Whether it
is 86 or 75 minutes, the movie
is entirely too short and un
original to be worth the price
of admission. Director Kevin
Bray (All About the
Benjamins) seems to have
overstepped his abilities by
taking on this project. The
movie darts back and forth
between a man's personal

The Rock as Sheriff Chris Vaughn in Walking Tall.

struggle to right the wrongs
in his town and an all-out ac
tion blockbuster. Many of the
shots in the film are jerky and
rough. A few times, the film
drops into a sort of jagged
slow motion that only dis
tracts the audience. I am not
sure of the desired effect of
these herky-jerky scenes, but
it does not come across at all.
The Rock does manage to
shine despite a lackluster
script and plot. Undoubtedly,
he is poised to be the next
action star. His acting ability
and looks put Vin Diesel to

shame, though this film will
not be his launching pad.
Johnny Knoxville is quite
good as the goofy sidekick.
He does not rely upon grossout stunts or personal injury
to sell his character, proving
he can and will have a career
beyond Jackass.
Despite all of its flaws.
Walking Tall does offer some
quality action and a bit of
humor. Still, the brevity of the
film combined with its utter
unoriginality makes it hard to
justify the cost of a ticket.
(PG-13,86 minutes) C

Their Eyes Were Watching God
By Shonneky
Langham
I have read so much fic
tion, and so much of it was
not worth my time. A while
back I made a promise to my
self to go back and read the
books that were considered
classics in order to learn more
about the craft of writing. One
of the books I chose is Their
Eyes Were Watching God by
Zora Neale Hurston. I was
moved beyond words by the
power of this book and the
lyrical poetry of its words. I
do not feel equal to the task
of critiquing if, so I decided
that I would focus on why I

loved this story so much.

Their Eyes Were Watching
God is a novel about a pair of
lovers, Janie and Tea Cake
and the journey that their re
lationship takes. That de
scription is, by the way, a
gross understatement. This
book is so full of wonderful,
lovely, intimate little words
that a reader cannot help but
come away from it fully re
specting and appreciating
the way the author wove
these words around a story.
This is one of the main rea
sons why I love this book the
way I do. Hurston makes her
readers feel as if we know
them intimately, like they are

old friends from around the
way.
I first thought when I read
this book that the dialect
would get in the way; it is
written in the thick southern
vernacular of post slavery
Black people. For the first few
pages it was a challenge to
get through. However the
more Iread the story, the more
engaged in the story I got and
the dialect no longer became
a problem. Every twist and
turn this novel took became
a thrill for me and I loved dis
covering what came next.
Another wonderful aspect
of this novel was the realness
of the story. It seems that

many of today's writers rely
on fantastical events to make
a story seem more original
and in their minds, better.
Themes are far-fetched and
disjointed. Some current au
thors seem to think that the
farther out the better. Lost in
all this razzle dazzle hoopla is
pure simplicity. Just words.
Words about everyday hu
man experience. No alien
body swapping, no intricate
religious conspiracies. Just
words. This novel is so
simple and all the more beau
tiful for it. Their Eyes has the
narrative as its strongest
point and the lyricism presen

LANGHAM on pagelg

Picture of the Week
If you see something funny or
unusual around town or around
campus during the week, take a
picture and send it in! The
winner each week receives a
Chik-Fil-A calendar with free
food. Pictures of the Week can
be submitted via email at
ed itordj)ex ponent.uah.edu.

If only there would be that glare when the cops pull me over. This and more on
my website at www.myuah.com.
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New and Improved Iron and Wine
By Stephen Locke
After Iron & Wine's first
phenomenal full-length and
arguably the even better five
song EP, I, for one, could not
wait for the new record. Our
Endless Numbered Days is
one of those sorts of titles
that I have come to hate from
bands, but being familiar with
Sam Beam's incredible
songwriting talents, I for
gave it. I pre-ordered the al
bum from subpop.com and
got it a couple of days be
fore it was released, complete
with a bonus cd of 2 demos
and 2 "rare" tracks and a 7
inch with 2 more unreleasedelsewhere songs.
I had caved in and down

loaded all but one song on
the album a few weeks be
fore, thinking that if I died
before the album was re
leased, my life would have
been that much more incom
plete. Needless to say, I had
hyped this record up in my
own mind quite a bit. Did it
live up to my expectations?
Well, yes and no.
The good: The songs are,
once again, impeccably writ
ten. Sam Beam has yet to of
ficially release a song that I
would call sub-par. He set the
bar truly high with songs like
"Lion's Mane," and this al
bum totally delivers on that
level. Nick Drake influences
are everywhere, just like be
fore, as well as a heavy dose
of Simon & Garfunkel on

"Each Coming Night." I am
convinced this guy writes
the best hooks in music to
day. See also:"Sodom, South
Georgia" and "Radio War."
Find me a songwriter making
more memorable and beauti
ful melodies, and I will take
you out to dinner.
The bad: The record was
actually produced, in a stu
dio. If you were a fan of the
first LP and the EP, you know
that so much of their charac
ter as recordings comes from
the fact that they were re
corded on a four track in
Sam's bedroom. The fuzz,
crackle and hum are mostly
gone now. There is instru
mentation (aside from guitar
and banjo), though, which
apparently necessitated a

proper studio recording.
Sam's sister also helps on
some backing vocals. It was
a trade-off, and personally, I
prefer the endearing lo-fi at
mosphere of the first two
records over the smidgeon of
embellishment that percus
sion and the like provides
(and that the songs hardly
even need).
,
But if I am making a stink
about something so trivial as
the production being clean,
that should tell you that the
songs are something worth
getting passionate about. If
any one album to come out
so far this year deserves your
$12, it has to be Iron & Wine's
Our Endless Numbered
Days.

Dorm Recipe: Tuna Noodle Surprise
By Kelsey England
Hey, I am Kelsey and I
love to cook. As a resident of
NCRHI have found that mak
ing home-cooked meals with
our limited resources can be
a challenge. We all know that
eating out or in the cafeteria
all the time can be a hassle,
not to mention expensive, so
I have developed a lot of easy
recipes that are painless on a
college student's schedule
and pocketbook.
Rule number one of mak
ing easy home-made food:
use what you have. You do
not have to go out and buy a
lot of expensive spices and
cooking gadgets to cook
good food. This recipe is a
prime example of how you
can use what you have in
your pantry to make some
thing that tastes good (other
than Ramen noodles).

Tuna Noodle Surprise
You need:
2 packs of Easy Mac
3 slices of cheese
1 can of diced tomatoes
1 can of tuna
lA cup of Ragu tomato
sauce
A cup of milk
First, take out just the
Easy Mac noodles, put them
into a microwave safe bowl,
and cook them as directed on
the box. Take out the pow
dered cheese pack and set it
aside. While the noodles are
cooking, mix the milk and
powdered cheese in another
bowl and stir. As soon as the
noodles get done, put the
cheese mixture into the micro
wave and cook on high for
about one minute. When it is
done, take out the cheese
mixture and stir it until it is
nice and smooth. Now, open

the can of tuna and drain out
the liquid. If you want the
tuna to have less of a fishy
taste, rinse the tuna with wa
ter until the water drained off
is almost clean. Now comes
the easy part. In a medium
sized microwave safe bowl or
dish, layer the ingredients up
like lasagna. Make sure the
water is drained out of the
pasta and start with a layer
of macaroni on the bottom.
Put about half of the noodles
in. Next, put a layer of tuna,
about half the can, followed
by about'/ cup of the tomato
sauce and half the can of
diced tomatoes. Now, take
your bowl of cheese sauce
and pour about half of it on
top of the tomatoes. Then,
tear about half of the sliced
cheese into little pieces (so it
will melt better) and place it
on top. For the rest of the
dish, repeat the steps and fin-

Student Art Show 2004
to be held in the University Center Gallery and
Union Grove Gallery and Meeting Hall from April
6 through April 30. Everyone is encouraged to
attend. Many great works are on display.
Top Ten Singles

Top Ten Movies
1. Scooby-Doo 2
2. The Ladykillers
3. The Passion of the Christ
4. Dawn of the Dead
5. Jersey Girl
6. Taking Lives
7. Starsky & Hutch
8. Hidalgo
9. Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind
10. Secret Window

1. "Yeah!" Usher
2. "One Call Away Chingy
3. "Tipsy" J-Kwon
4. "Solitaire" Clay Aiken
5. "Hotel" Cassidv
6. "Dirt Off Your Shoulder" Jay-Z
7. "Splash Waterfalls" Ludacris
8. "My Immortal" Evanescence
9. "I Don't Want To Know" Mario
10. "This Love" Maroon5

ish with the rest of the sliced
cheese on top. After you
have everything layered up,
stick the bowl in the micro
wave and cook it on high for
about 3 minutes or until all
the cheese is melted and ev
erything is heated through
out. You will be amazed at
how simple and tasty this
quick meal is. Your friends will
be surprised that you made it
with a few ingredients and of
course Easy Mac!

OPPORTUNITIES
Calendar of Events for the City of Huntsville

Friday April 9
Flying Monkey Arts presents: Thrash Bash with
Convergence from Within, Stentoria, and Death Camp
Experiment. Admission is$5.
Friday April 9
Jacksonville State SGA and K98 proudly present: Fuel,
live in concert, at Pete Matthews Colosseum at 8 p.m.
Tickets available at JSU Gamecock Field House or
online at http://www.jsu.edu. Tickets are $20.
Friday April 9
Full Circle Campus Ministry Coffeehouse featuring
Trevor Morgan at 8 p.m. in the NCRH Great Room.
Admission is free.
Wednesday April 14
ACE presents: Pirates of the Caribbean in the UC
Cafeteria at 9 p.m. Admission is free.
April 6 through 30
Art Show: Student Art Show 2004 in University Cen
ter Gallery and Union Grove Gallery and Meeting Hall.
Friday-Saturday April 16-17
Alpha Stage Productions presents: Southern Fried
Murder by Billy St. John. All shows are dinner the
atre and begin at 7 p.m. at Renaissance Theatre. Seats
are $35. This production will also mn April 23-24 and
April 30-May 1.

.4THX
AUDITORIUMS

EVENTS
Music Events for the City of Huntsville
Times valid
on Thursdays only

50 First Dates
PG-13 1:00 3:05 5:10
7:15 9:20

Dawn of the Dead
R 1:05 3:20 5:30 7:20
9:40

The Prince and Me
PG 1:15 4:15 700 9:30

Confessions of a
Teenage Drama
Queen
PG 1:30 3:30 5:30 7:20
9:15

Scooby Doo 2:
Monsters Unleashed
PG 1:05 2:00 3:05 4:10
5:15 7:00 7:20 9:15
9:45

The Return of the
King
PG-13 1:00 4:30 8:00

Hidalgo
PG-13 1:00 4:00 7:00
9:30

Top Ten Hits from
www:biilboard,com
Top Ten Movies from

GOLDEN

The Passion of the
Christ
R 1:30 4:00 7:00 9:30

Hellboy
PG-13 1:00 4:00 7:00
9:45

Thursday April 8
Crossroads - The Snake Doctors
Furniture Factory - Copperline
Humphrey's - Richard Johnston
Friday April 9
Benchwarmer - Red Clay Addiction
Crossroads- Iratowns
Flying Monkey - Convergence from Within, Stentoria,
& Death Camp Experiment
Furniture Factory - PUSH
Humphrey's- Mambo Gris-Gris
Sammy T's -17"' Floor
Tavern under the Square -Andy & Ganzburg
Saturday April 10
The Comer - Anthony & Andrew Sharpe
Crossroads - Guy Smiley Blues Exchange
Furniture Factory - Absylom Rising
Sammy T's - Dave Matthews Cover Band
Sunday April 11
The Comer - Sunday Evening Jam Session
Crossroads - Movie Night
Humphrey's - The Dog & Pony Show
Kaffeeklatsch - Blues Jam
Tavern under the Square - Ant & Andrew
Monday April 12
The Comer - Dave Andersbn
Crossroads- Monday Night Roots Review
Tavern under the Square - Lacey Atchison
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Sometimes I Don't
Even Know

Editorial

By Chris Brown
Editor-in-Chief
A very wise person once said, "Never argue with a
fool, people might not be able to tell the difference."
This space seems to rotate between rant, blog and
position paper, or sometimes a mixture of the three. 1
suppose the spoils of this job at this school (there are
not many) include being able to rant as if I were Jerry
Holkins in an actual printed newspaper. I try not to get
too personal, but it can be" sort of therapeutic to just
rant and rave sometimes and know somebody might
actually read it. Based on comments I receive a few
people even read this column. Speaking of comments,
shame on you all for not giving me letters to the editor
this week.
At first I thought it was sort of funny that the letter
I did get wasfrom our own layout editor, but I suppose
she is a student too, and she was pretty worked up
about the topic after a discussion we had recently. 1
have written a few words before about most music in
the last few years being total crap. In fact, Reuters ran
a story not long ago about a study that says file-swap
ping has not hurt record sales (interestingly the RIAA's
study did not agree), and their headline summed it up
perfectly: "Maybe the Music is Just Lousy." I guess it
never occurred to some record executives that sales
have decreased since 1999 because the music they
have been producing is not any good.
The point I made to our own Elizabeth Bice that
prompted her tirade is that we are overdue for a musi
cal rebirth. The beginning of every decade since 1950
has seen a new, truly original and perhaps even revo
lutionary brand of music burst onto the scene. Every
decade, that is, until now. Toward the end of the de
cade, the music has become less meaningful and given
way to what I like to call manufactured pop that has no
real purpose other than making money. Somehow we
broke the system, and now we are paying for it with
the continuation of the "crappy manufactured pop"
part of the cycle. Who knows, maybe file-sharing is to
blame after all.
So Kurt Cobain has been dead ten years, which
makes me feel really old. I also realized this week that
we are coming up on the fifteenth anniversary of the
events leading up to the Tiananmen Square massacre.
Maybe it is fitting that China recently changed its con
stitution to begin recognizing property rights and to
support human rights. Whether they really change re
mains to be seen, but it would certainly be a fitting
tribute to the 3,000 protestors that were killed for call
ing for democracy and freedom. It is a truly amazing
and beautiful thing when millions of people come to
gether to demand freedom. I am not sure we could find
a million people in this country that care enough about
freedom (or anything else) to get off their couch and
put down the PS2 controller.
The end of this semester is finally in sight. I am
actually not taking classes this summer for the first
time since I started school here back in the Stone Age.
I am really looking forward to the break from class,
even though I will still be working full time and then
some. We only have two more issues this semester,
but fear not, we will be here for you this summer to
give you all the news, sports, entertainment and opin
ion you can stand. As always we need good writers in
every section - especially for the summer since some
of the regulars will not be in town. Please email me at
editor@exponent.uah.edu if you are interested in writ
ing. And somebody send me a good letter to the editor
about something that is on your mind.

LETTERS
to the Editor

Dear Editor:
So, when is the new revo
lution beginning...I mean
Kurt Cobain has been dead
for ten years now (yes, ten
years) and he was the
Prometheus of the counter
culture for the nineties, just
like Robert Smith in the eight
ies, and Robert Plant in the
seventies. It is now 2004, so
where the hell is the new mu

sic?! Currently you can pur
chase all of your counter cul
ture accessories at Hot Topic
in the mall along with all of
your "punk rock" albums.
They sell clothes at Hot Topic
that already have safety pins
in them (no more accidentally
poking yourself with those
pesky pins to create a truly
original look). Kids these
days.. .pay up to fifty dollars

The deadline for letters to the editor is Sunday at midnight for the
issue to be published the following Thursday. Letters to the editor
will not be published anonymously. The Exponent will not edit
letters for grammar, spelling, or punctuation. All letters are the ex
press opinion of the author and do not necessarily reflect the opin
ions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of Alabama
in Huntsville

for a pair of Converses. Yes,
Converse. They also purChase (and wear, this is the
sad part) earrings that look
like safety pins, but aren't
actually safety pins. Yes, you
too can be goth for three easy
payments of $19.95. Your
purchase includes a bottle of
black hair dye, black nail pol
ish, and pre-ripped black
pants. So to all you [exple

tives deleted] out there, wear
ing your punk rock tee-shirts
with your Tommy Hilfigercar
digans, stop riding the coattails of the dying revolution
before you. Get your over
weight [expletives deleted]
out of the [expletives deleted]
mall and start a [expletives
deleted] riot!
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Bice

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight. Letters should be sent to uahdearsuzy@yahoo.com or dropped in the bin
at the Exponent office in UC-104. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH student and is not a licensed
psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or
therapist. Her opinions do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of Alabama in
Huntsville.

Dear Suzy,
During Spring Break I headed to the beach for some serious partying. [Celebrity name deleted so we do not
get sued] approached me at a party while I was [expletive deleted] drunk and offered me some Ecstasy to be in a video
with him. That is all I remember. Should I tell my parents? Should I be worried that I will be on the next Girls Gone Wild
Commercial? Suzy please help me.
Sincerely,
Still Hungover
Dear Still Hungover,
Hmm....do you have [name deleted]'s number? I would like to have it if you got it.... You should be flattered
someone thinks your pretty, especially [name deleted]! Your parents should be proud, too. Be proud, stand up, and tell
people that that is you on tv! I am sure they would be jealous that you made it on there and they did not. (Dear Suzy
does not in any way promote drugs, nudity, or the promotion of the Girls Gone Wild videos and parties. Dear Suzy
claims that she cannot be found in any of the videos or commercials advertised. If she were, we would not know
because we do not watch those kinds of things).
Dear Suzy,
The other day I ran over a neighbor's dog a few houses down. Should I tell them or just let it go?
-Brad
Dear Brad,
Just think! That may have been a little girl's cherished puppy or a dog for an elderly person who really relies
on or cares a lot for their pet. Of course you should tell them and tell them that it was an accident (it was an accident,
right?). They can not be too mad about it. Be sincere. Be careful. If you run over a duck at the UAH duck pond, I think
it is a $150 fine. If you hit someone and drag them, then, the punishment is more severe, I think like a lifetime in prison.
Be careful not to hit people or ducks around UAH, or any living things for that matter. It is mean.
Dear Suzy,
I slept with my boyfriend's best friend. What should I do, my stupidity is killing me.
—Anonymous
Dear Anonymous,
That really wasn't a cool move. By all means, you need to tell your boyfriend what you did. If you do not,
somehow, he will find out eventually and it will end up even worse. If he can accept it, hey, that is cool. If he can not,
well, maybe he was not the one for you. Do not hurt his feelings by keeping it from him. It will only hurt him worse.
Dear Suzy,
Should I tell on other students for cheating? I do not want to make my tests harder.
—Michelle
Dear Michelle,
Cheating is always wrong. If you know about someone doing it, you can also get into a lot of trouble. You
should tell a close teacher or an administrator and take the proper procedure for it. It may make your tests harder, but
if people have to cheat to get good grades, maybe that is telling the teacher something and perhaps they might make
them a little easier. Maybe. All in all, you should inform a faculty member.
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Opinion
Student Involvement Requires More Than Classes
By Joanne Eskreis
Universities provide
much more than classroom
education to their students.
Although its primary impor
tance is to educate students
in their major as well as other
curriculum determined by the
university faculty and admin
istration, students should
participate in those things
that are offered by the uni
versity. Students can take so
much more with their degrees
by being involved in organi
zations on campus and the
opportunities the university
provides through these
groups. It adds a personal
touch to resumes that will
impress the prospective em
ployers.
Student clubs and orga
nizations give students so
cial education. There is a
broad range of opportunities
professionally, educationally
and personally that will add

to students' experiences.
Organization involvement
enhances individuals by the
friendships and relationships
with the other members. The
organization enhances selfesteem and team collabora
tion for each of its members.
Some students limit themselves by just attending
classes and studying and do
not realize so much more is
being offered that they will
miss if they do not become
involved.
SGA teaches students a
broad scope of what it is like
in the world of politics. Of
ficers leam how to head up
the college community and
they work for students. It is
their primary goal to develop
new strategies to make the
University a better place for
all students. They fight the
battles students cannot
touch and are the mediators
between the university sys
tem and students. Interests
in learning more about poli

tics come from working with
SGA.
The Exponent is the
school newspaper. It is a ben
efit to students to have ev
ery week and informs stu
dents of everything going on
in the community. If students
like to write even if they are
not in the Communication
department there is opportu
nity there for them to express
themselves. The Exponent is
always seeking out writers
and this is an opportunity for
students to excel in their cre
ative ability. If students are
not seeking a career in jour
nalism it can still benefit re
sumes in future career oppor
tunities. Every job at some
point requires skills and tal
ents in writing.
Sororities, fraternities and
other clubs on campus take
students to the social side of
college life. Students estab
lish lasting and memorable
relationships and moments in
time by being involved with

Public Service Announcement
Adult Students In Scholastic Transition: $1,000
and $500 ASIST Scholarships for Summer or
Fall of 2004
i
The Huntsville Chapter of Executive Women International is seeking applications
from UAH students for a $1,000 scholarship and $500 scholarship for the 2004 summer or
fall terms. One of the winners of this scholarship will be eligible for a $1,000 national
scholarship as well. Applications are due in the Office of the President, 118 Madison Hall,
or the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, 114 University Center, by Thurs
day, April 15, 2004. The winner will be announced at a scholarship dinner on Tuesday,
May 3,2004.
This scholarship is specifically for non-traditional students: older students, returning
students, displaced homemakers, single parents, physically or socially disadvantaged
adults, or at-risk adults. It is open to both men and women.
Applicants are asked to provide the following information:
Statement of career goal/objective
Statement of process for obtaining goal/objective
Previous work history and educational background
Statement of financial need or copy of financial aid form
Copy of tax return
For application forms call:
Mary Beth Walker
118 Madison Hall
824-6655

Delois Smith, VP-Student Affairs
114 University Center
824-6700

Applications are due on Thursday,April 15,2004 in 114 University Center
or 118 Madison Hall

these clubs. Clubs are open
to the entire student body.
They provide support, study
groups, encouragement, di
rection and individual re
wards.
Honor Societies are of
fered to each department.
These are great for resumes
and there are always oppor
tunities being offered
through various depart
ments. By being involved in
an Honor Society in the de
partment each student plans
to seek a career opportunity
with, doors open into the in
dustry a great deal sooner
and more often. Contacts are
made in that industry that can
develop into internships, ex
perience and job opportuni
ties.
Friendships in the stu
dents' school majors develop
professional and personal
enhancements to all stu
dents. Faculty and school
administration are always
seeking out opportunities for

their students and by in
volvement in the department
organization it gives the stu
dent positive influence with
the department.
Lambda Pi Eta is an Honor
Society in UAH Communica
tion department. It is a newchartered organization since
Fall 2003 and has been suc
cessful in becoming alive with
opportunity and growth. In
the second semester it
worked strongly as a team
and organized many suc
cessful events. Fundraisers,
on-going meetings and the
goals of the group led the
club to a successful network
ing career fair. Individuals
from local industries came
with insight and direction but
most of all each one had an
opportunity for anyone seek
ing internships or a career
with them.
Lambda Pi Eta will be co
ordinating new goals for fu
ture success in the up-com
ing semesters. It is seeking

new members and will be
hosting a mixer within the
next few weeks. This would
be an opportunity for other
students to come and mix
with the members socially
and have the opportunity to
learn more about the organi
zation. Members have a
great time together and en
joy sharing with more stu
dents in the Communication
department.
For more information you
can contact the Communica
tion department at the main
number 824-6645 and they
can direct you to someone in
the group. You can speak to
the sponsor of the group. Dr.
Julie Ferris who can also in
form you.
Lambda Pi Eta welcomes
students and encourages
them to become involved the
organization of their interest
in order to enhance and en
joy your college life here at
UAH both professionally
and personally.

You've Heard About The Passion
What About Your Purpose?
www.passional.com

Celebration
Student Led Praise and Worship
Tuesdays at 8:30 pm
All denominations are welcome!

Baptist Campus Ministries
Reaching In - Reaching Out
The Baptist Student Center
450 Sparkman Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805
837-9140 or 830-6611
bcm@uah.edu
www.uah.edu/BCM
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President's
Comer
By Samantha Wimberly
SGA President
Hi everyone! Well this year as SGA President is
quickly coming to an end. Elections are finally over, so
some congratulations are in order. Erik Thacker and Erin
McCulley are the SGA President and Vice-President elect.
We also have a new set of House members that I want to
congratulate. The list can be found in the SGA office.
Within the next few weeks anticipate the SGA featuring
the pictures of all the new representatives and officers in
the Exponent so everyone will know who they are. I
would have hoped that the pictures of at least the new
President and Vice-President of the entire student body
would have made it in the newspaper. However, the ar
ticle making the announcement was buried in the paper
on page 10. Oh well, I guess learning Ten Ways to Train
a Guy is more important than knowing who will be work
ing intimately with the administration to make this cam
pus better for me. Ok, enough of that, I want to let every
one know of some new steps to anticipate in this transi
tion. The administration, some current SGA members,
and I will be working with the new group for the next
couple of weeks to make sure that everyone is properly
trained. Mrs. Delois Smith, Vice-President for Student
Affairs, and 1 are already working on having a past SGA
expert to help in this endeavor. Robert's Rules of Order,
the SGA constitution and additional bylaws, specific title
responsibilities, and other topics will be stressed. The
new officers and a few others are already scheduled to
attend a leadership retreat in the middle of this month.
Also, we will be expanding the finance committee to bet
ter track club fund allocations. We can also look forward
to the expansion of the current club contingency fund
by Mrs. Smith. In light of this new SGA administration, I
can say that I have worked closely with Mr. Thacker my
entire presidency and have come to know Ms. McCulley
over the past few months. I must say that their enthusi
asm is a brush of fresh air. I always said that the SGA
president needs to be someone that everyone feels that
they can talk to. These two definitely have this charisma
and they really care about the students. I look forward to
seeing what is accomplished this upcoming year. The
official transition will actually occur on April 19. We
have several spots yet to fill, so ANYONE interested in
joining SGA, please see Erik Thacker or me. I want to
thank everyone who ran during the campaign, and again,
if you did not quite make it, we still have a place for YOU!
Remember the SGA is here for the students and we can
only address the concerns we know about. We have
7,000 students on this campus, and that represents a lot
of concerns for a small group to figure out on its own.
Come to our meetings every Monday night at 8:45 in the
UC pit. Please do not be hesitant to come to us, we work
for you. If you want to look at it another way, I have
7,000 bosses! Come tell us what we can do, or get in
volved and help us!

SGA Review
Senate Discusses Abandoned Cars
By Joseph Terrell
SGA Correspondent
The topic that dominated
discussion in this week's
Senate meeting covered the
abandoned car situation on
campus. Campus Affairs
Committee Chair Carol
Steelman reported that she
had talked with the campus
policemen about the prob
lem.
She told the Senate that
the policemen have very little
power to remove these ve
hicles. As long as the ve
hicles are not posing a health
or safety hazard and are prop
erly registered, the cars will
remain in their present posi
tions.
Since the students who
own these cars buy the park
ing decals which are required
to park a vehicle on campus,
they are entitled to leave their

BOYERfrompage3
victory stolen from them by
technical difficulties at the
competition. Even with their
eighth place finish, the team
was able to place in the top
quarter of the 32 teams com
peting. Other universities
which submitted entries in
cluded Georgia Tech, Southem Tech, Mississippi State,

vehicle in the same spot as
long as they wish. In addi
tion, the University of Ala
bama in Huntsville is on state
property, not city property,
so city laws pertaining to
abandoned cars are not ap
plicable. Steelman also re
ported that Housing does not
wish to use student money
to remove the abandoned
cars, which are not violating
any campus ordinance.
The Academic Affairs
Committee Chair delivered a
report to the Senate that cov
ered the topic of wireless
internet access. He spoke to
Dr. Radonovich about the
matter and received an esti
mated answer as to when stu
dents can expect to receive
this resource. That estimate
is around mid-spring of next
year, which is not definite.
This matter is still being fol
lowed by the Academic Af

fairs Committee.
Two new organizations
were approved for an SGA
club charter: PRISM (Persons
Respecting Individual Sexual
Merit) and UAH SPIE (Soci
ety of Photoelectric Instru
ments Engineers). PRISM is
an organization whose pur
pose is to provide more a
more tolerant and positive
environment for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and trans-gendered
students at UAH. UAH SPIE
wishes to promote the disci
pline of Optical Science and
Engineering through the or
ganized effort of their group
in study, research and dis
cussion.
The House of Represen
tatives did not have quorum,
so no official business could
be conducted. House Rules
Chair Jim Chaloupka pre
sided over the meeting in ab
sence of Speaker of the

House Steve Cross. Several
requests for funding were
delayed due to the lack of
quorum, including requests
from the Marketing Club, the
International Cultural Organi
zation, FSAE, and the Carib
bean Student Association.
Vice President of Finance
Heather Marcum reported
that both the SGA Road Trip
and Homecoming (discount
ing the Zooperstars enter
tainment act) were under bud
get this year. Those budgets
were originally $5,000 and
$10,000, respectively.
There was no assembly
meeting this week, but the
next one will be on April 19.
On this date the new SGA
President and Vice-President
will officially preside over the
Student Government Asso
ciation. The House of Rep
resentatives and Senate will
still be meeting at 8:45 PM.

South Carolina, Tennessee,
and competition winners
Tennessee Tech.
Every year the hardware
competition and other stu
dent competitions are held in
conjunction with the IEEE
Region
3 conference
"SoutheastCon." The hard
ware competition is the old

est and most prestigious but
the conference also includes
a student software competi
tion, a paper contest, and tshirt and web page competi
tions.
The hardware competi
tion changes completely from
year to year but consistently
requires the mastery of ECE

skills such as microprocessor
programming, motion con
trol, sensor integration, and
high-level event planning.
Those students wishing to
learn more about these skills,
robotics, or about IEEE in
general should contact the
Charger IEEE student branch
at ieee@email.uah.edu.

main characters.
Also let me not fail to men
tion that Hurston is a South
ern writer. She was born and
raised in a small town in
Florida but she later migrated
to Harlem, New York, where
she started her prolific career
as a writer. I remark on this
fact with more than a hint of
pride because Southern writ
ers can sometimes be
thought of as frivolous or ir
relevant. Well Hurston's
combined works can cer

tainly never be called irrel
evant. Hurston has inspired
those of us writers who want
to transcend the limitations
of time and words. It is easy
to dismiss her books and
other classic fiction simply
because it reminds us too
much of our literature classes
where most readings were
nothing more than assign
ments, information that we
had to process and decipher
in order to get a grade. I urge
you, strongly urge you, to

pick up this novel, and other
classics, and read them for
the enjoyment of it. Learn
from authors who are masters
at creating emotion with the
most intangible of objects,
words. The ability to com
mand emotion and convey
understanding with words,
which are easily misunder
stood and open to different
interpretations is a gift be
yond measure. Read a clas
sic and discover why we call
them that.

LANG HAM from page 6
in Hurston's words only
adds to the truth of Janie and
Tea Cake's relationship. I read
this novel months ago and I
still remember the way I felt
when I put it down the first
time. I no longer had to won
der why writers like Toni
Morrison cite Hurston as one
of their major influences. Her
words contain powerful emo
tions and as a reader one can
not help but be affected by
the tragic, poignant events
that happen in the lives of the

BONILLAfrom page 5

Campus CLUU
The UAH Chess Club meets Thursday evenings, 6:30-11:00 pm, in the UC cafeteria. Late arrivals and early departures welcome. We are in the process of
forming a UAH chess team - none of our current players are tournament experienced, so there is room for everyone. If you're interested, please drop by.
International Cultural Organization welcomes all people to the International Fashion Show on April 14th at 7:00 PM in Roberts Hall Recital Hall. There
will be fashions from all over the world with food and drinks provided. Contact us for more information at ico@email.uah.edu. We hope to see you there!
OM A/Student Affairs Picnic to be held 15 April 2004 beginning at eleven a.m. on the University Center grounds. The band for this event is "Kosmic
Mama . The rain site for the picnic is the Great Room of the North Campus Residence Hall.
The Caribbean Student Association will be having the second Carnival Parade on the UAH Campus. This is a part of the Springfest activities.
Participants will parade around campus in costumes to the sound of music. We will begin at the South East Housing Parking Lot and end at the UC quad
with a Food Fair. This event will take place on Friday April 23rd, 2004 and will begin at 3pm. For more information this is the contact dunrodbOemail uah edu
(Beverly Dunrodjor telephone 256-289-8694/864- 3255.
* *
Editor's Note: The Exponent reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please limit announcements to
approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Chris Brown, Editor in The Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to
no Idler than 2 p.m. on Friday, No submissions left in the drop-box will be printed.

the 'Tommy Tuberville Com
mitment to Being A Better
Coach Award."
Coach Croom responded,
"I'm thoroughly disap
pointed that they chose to
remove my name from an
award that meant a lot to me
because of the career I had at
Alabama as a player. To re
move my name from that
award because I achieved
success in my coaching ca
reer is disappointing to me."
Trust me; it is disappoint
ing in more ways than one.
Get a clue, Alabama.
Editor's note: By the way,
to make it even more appall
ing, Shula, just days ago, re
versed his field and kept
Croom's name on the award.
Shula personally apologized
to Croom by phone.
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^Association for Campus Entertainment

Upcoming Events
Wednesday

April

i4 8pm

Saturday, April 17 2:30pm

Movie: Pirates of the Caribbean

Delta Zeta Battle of the Bands

University Center Exhibit Hall

The Slab

UAH SPMGFEST APRIL 19TH- 23RD, 2004
Monday

lueiday

WM Hands by
Wacky WW11-3
UC Lobby
Outdoor Movie
(Amphitheater)
9:00 pm

11-3 UC Lobby

Wedneiday
Gel Candles 11-3
UC Lobby

Student Leadership Tres Hombres Band
Banquet 7:00 pm
and Picnic NOON
UC Exhibit Hall
UCLawn
on the Slab
MarkNizer
HsveNots
Hall
Improvisation
9:00pm
UCLawn

llutAiday fyuday
Old Tyme Photos &
Keychains11-3UC
Lobby

Lester The Clown
and Body Art by
Susan 11-3 UC Lobby

Russell Davis
Magician 11-1 UC
Lobby

Caribbean Parade &
Food Fair 4:00 UC
Lawn

Steve Gipson
Caricatures 11-3
UC Lobby

-Steel Away" Band
5-7 UCLawn

UCs20th
Birthday Party
NOON UC Lobby
Stevte StanReg urgltator/Comedy
Show 9:00 pm UC
Exhibit Hail

Would like you like to be a member of ACE?
Applications are at the UC Info Desk Turntable
Applications are due April 23
Apply NOW!!!
Association for Campus Entertainment
http://www.uah.edu/ace
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Classifieds

NEW LOCAL PHONE SER-

FOR SALE
Computer System
Speakers and Printer Incuded
$250 or best offer
jeff.cxflen@rdecjedslcneiimiyxni)
<msit^fcc«T@ifciattTEan^rni>
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix SE
Sedan, Heads Up Display,
4DR, Blue,
120K, V6, Auto, CD, cruise,
power seats/locks. $3,250
OBO. 256-527-1071.

VICE-Experience desired, but
not required.* Furnished
leads provided* We sign up
a minimum of 1 in 4 people
we talk to* Reps average
$600-$900 + paid weekly*
Career/Management oppor
tunities* Flexable hours*
Lots of fun!* Outdoor work transportation required*
Best college job you'll ever
find! 'Call 800-777-8902 be
tween 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Apartments for rent:
Southeast Parkway off
Weatherly Road and North
west Off Sparkman, 2 Bed
room, 2 Bathroom $465 per
month, 1st month free. Call
256-468-9698.

STUDENT WORK: 23-year-

old International Company
that specializes in giving stu
dents a good paycheck, great
resume experience and a
chance for scholarships has
2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apart positions available in cus
ment for rent in Madison. 2 tomer sales and service with
swimming pools, tennis no cold calling or canvass
court, free basic cable TV. ing. The positions are flex
$600 per month plus small ible around calls. Conditions
d e p o s i t . P e t s apply-all ages 18+. For more
welcome.anylima@yahoo.com information you can call the
or call 694-7810 For sale 1997 local office at 256-881-9310 or
BMW F650. Dual Sport bike. you can go online at
$3600
OBO www.collegestudentwork.com
sanylima@yahoo.com 694-

MISC.

7810.
Like
new
PC(2
months)Compaq S6000Z/
Athlon 3000+/640MB/40GB/
DVD/CDRW/Graphics card/
NIC/Modem/
$490
jiist4bestedeal@vahoo.com

Hands-on Photoshop
training Saturday, April 3 and
17Salmon Library - Liberal
Arts Lab, Room 211 April 3
Beginner9:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
(registration
9
-9:30
Apartment for Rent: Clean, a.m.)April 17 Intermediate/
safe, and convenient 1BR, Advanced 9:30 a.m. - 12:30
• $295 Deposit $150Call 527- p.m. (registration 9 -9:30
a.m.)2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
1828
(registration
1:45 - 2
Roommate wanted Flat $400/
p.m.)Cost:
$29
per
session month. 12 min from campus/
students
$20
per
session
South Huntsville. Quite liv
student
STC
members
$39
ing/No pets/Smoking out
side/male/female. Call for per session - all others 20%
questions/interests 256-642- Discount When Attending
Both April 17 Sessions!
1263
C
o
n
t
a
c
t
<mailto:vlceccesirfaTt@stcJOBS
m.cix}>vijceprEsidgib@stcNEED EXTRA INCOME?
na.orq to pre-register.
Start part-time for a national
marketing organization. High • • • • • • • • • • • • •
potential commissions. Ex • Classifieds are
cellent instruction. Set your • free for all UAH
own hours. Call 256-837-0436 I students, facWanted: Substitute mom for
al4yr.old. Needs transpor
tation and organization after
school then during the sum
mer. If interested, call 3374979. References requested.
Babysitter needed for infant,
..Madison area home, 4-10
hours/week, during business
hours. References and expe
rience required. Call 890-9170
to set up an interview.

Crossword 101
In The Pits
Across
1 Adventure story
5 Refuse
110 Inventor Elisha Graves _
14 Common pronoun
15 USPS competitor
16 Ascend
17 Neighbor to Silver State
18 Found in a pit
20 Nancy's mate
21 Army meal
22 A hen, perhaps
23 French or Dutch, e.g. '
25 Indonesian island
27 Done for
29 Gun add-on
33 Jacob Amman followers
34 Prophet
35Yoko
36 Just right

• ulty, staff, and
• alumni. Ads of
I 25 words or less
I should be sub• mitted to the
• Editor-in-Cheif
• at
• editor
• @exponentuahedu

38 Fully aware of
39 Hotel
40 Up in the air
41 Cubes
42 Self-indulgences
44 Warning signal
45 Expressed emotion
46 Greek Mythological
creature
48 Once more
51 Box
52 Child's game
55 John Philips namesake
58 Ms. Turner
59 Barber's concern
60 Repeated a performance
61 Not in favor of
62 Execute
63 Use great effort
64 Upright at sea
Down
1 Cream type
2 Pontiac, e.g.
3 Borge's prop
4 Tray content

M A UNKNOWN

5 Popular grill
6 Collect
7 Lip
8 McCourf s memoir
9 Gnome
10 Endow with priestly
authority
11 Shipshape
12 Pines, for one
13 Soothsayer
19 More feverish
21 Chomper
24 Kick out
25 Prejudiced person
26N.D. Grad
27 Matt's sidekick
28 In the middle of
29 Rides waves
30 Bellows user
31 Parking lot sign
32 Perch
34 Take in
37 Prune
38 Excessively suave
40 Field house

41 Social rendezvous
43 Crooked
46 Echo sounder
47 Representative
48 Cobras
49 Hockey score
50 Nimbus
51 Old wives'tale
53 Hill residents
54 Pace
56 Before prefix
57 An evil spell
58 Scottish cap

Wagner's music is
better than it sounds.

Bill Nye

Bv GFR Associates • • • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzy-les.com
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